
Term Course Contract Title Description

Spring 2020 ENGL 4175 Character Study and Analysis

This project will be a deep analysis into how characters would 

interact with each other and why those characters behave the way 

that they do. Then the characters will be written into a television 

series to see how they deal with certain circumstances. The 

characters I plan on doing are: 1. A gay male who has been bullied 

and abused his whole life and is scared of straight guys. 2. A straight 

guy who tries to be the peacemaker, but also is chill and laid back. 3. 

A female who is a wild card. She is crazy and is always doing the 

most extra bs. 4. A male who likes to do stunts and pranks/social 

media influencer, but can easily influenced and is trying to impress 

others. 5. A special needs male who has the mind of a four year old.

Spring 2020 ENGL 4176 Minimalist and Maximalist

My project will consist of me writing three short fiction pieces using 

either a minimalist or maximalist writing style. It will also include me 

reading an additional novel titiles "Family Dancing" by David Leavitt 

and sharing my thoughts and analysis of.

Spring 2020 ENGL 3137

Two Laureates of Two 

Caesars: Comparing Vergil 

and Dryden as Political Poets

I will write an essay comparing the poetics of Vergil and Dryden as 

political poets. I will specifically analyze small sections from the first 

Eclogue, the fourth book of Georgics, and Aeneid to Dryden’s “To 

the Memory of Mr. Oldham,” “Achitophel and Absalom,” among 

others. Whenever Dryden makes references to Vergil, I will compare 

those specific references to Dryden’s translations of Vergil. I will also 

analyze how Dryden echoes Vergil. THIS CONTRACT IS FOR BOTH 

ENGL 3137 AND ENGL 5545U

Spring 2020 ENGL 4175
Robin Hood Retelling 

Character Summary

This project will be an approximately 12-page exercise in character 

development, but also in plot. I will write 2-4 pages for each of my 

three main characters, summarizing their involvement in the plot of 

my Robin Hood retelling and an in-depth look at their 

characterization.


